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Adaptive Phenotypic Plasticity
The phenotypes,

or physical forms, of plants and animals are not solely dependent

on the genes of the species. Environmental
different phenotypes

factors can cause organisms

that may increase survival or reproduction

in a process known as

"adaptive

phenotypic

plasticity"

plasticity,

organisms

are able to cope with their highly variable surroundings.

depending

on the environmental

completely

with phenotypic

accumulating

to

For example, plasticity could playa
et al., 2014) or it could create

plasticity organisms

1989). Whether

are able to develop

from the same set of genes. This helps the organisms

in variable or changing environments,

without necessarily

mutations in their genome that allow the expressed

The impact of plasticity on the organisms

studied more in depth. This will help to understand

phenotype

to be

survival in nature needs to be
the causes of the phenotypic

as well as the overall effect it has on species. Phenotypic
in the evolution of organisms

However,

plasticity could cause organisms

process of an organism (West-Eberhand,

different phenotypes

survive and reproduce

modified.

to their surroundings.

form of speciation (Schneider

delays in the evolutionary
adapted or maladapted,

1989; Hughes, 2000). With phenotypic

factors, phenotypic

become adapted or maladapted
role in an intennediate

(West-Eberhard,

to develop

plasticity

changes,

is an important factor

and allows for selection of different gene expressions

to

create variation in phenotypes.

Changing

Views on Phenotypic

Plasticity

Initially, scientists viewed the expression

of different phenotypes

plasticity as flaws in the genetic makeup of the organism.

resulting frorn

Many were afraid to

1

acknowledge

observations

of polymorph isms due to the fear of relating environmental

factors to the polymorphisms,
(West-Eberhard,
phenotypic

similar to the disproven theory of Jean-Baptiste

1989). However, the evidence implicating

environmentally

Lamarck
influenced

changes started to become more evident. Scientists realized that the changes

were not based upon use and disuse, but instead, upon the organisms
envirorun

while developing.

ent

Previously,

different phenotypes

reacting to their

were thought to be

solely the result of genetic variation; only changes in this code were believed to result in
the evolution of the animal (West-Eberhard,
focuses on gene expression
expression

is becoming

concentrating

1989). However, phenotypic

as opposed to genetic variation itself. This change in gene

a greater focus in evolutionary

on organisms

plasticity

ecology and can be studied by

that display different phenotypes

resulting from changes in

their environments.

Phenotypic

Plasticity in Nature

Phenotypic

plasticity is the ability of an organism to express different phenotypes

based on the environment

in which it develops. There are instances of phenotypic

plasticity that occur due to alterations in the timing of various events, such as abbreviated
larval growth, throughout

development.

This is known as heterochronic

plasticity (Haye, 2010). A specific example of this is the southeastern
lobster, Pleuroncodes

Pacific squat

monodon. There are two different size phenotypes;

with the large difference
two sizes oflobsters

phenotypic

in appearance,

however,

even

there is a lack of genetic diversity between the

(Haye, 2010). The northern pelagic form of the lobster is much

smaller in size when it reaches maturity compared to the benthic southern form. The
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cephalothoracic

length of the southern form is on average 6mm larger than the northern

form despite a complete lack of mitochondrial
lobster forms (Haye, 2010). The phenotypic
either differences

genetic differentiation
differences

are believed to be caused from

in latitude, water depth, or oxygen concentrations

2010). This example shows how delays during development
responding

to its environment

Adaptions

of the water (Haye,

brought on by an organism

allow it to express these different phenotypes.

to developmental

environments

Daphnia respond to chemicals given offby
expressed phenotype

between the two

surrounding

to produce a helmet-like

heads (Gilbert, 2001). This permanent

can increase survival. For example,
predators by changing their

structure to provide protection

structure allows Daphnia to have a better chance

of survival when faced with the looming danger of predators.
can help fend off threats, there is a trade-off with reproductive

Even though this plasticity
capabilities

2001). When this helmet is expressed, Daphnia are unable to reproduce
when the helmet is not expressed,
the helmet structure.

Interestingly,

for their

(Gilbert.,

as quickly as

due to devoting a high quantity of resources to develop
Daphnia that develop the helmet structures

produce offspring with the protecti ve phenotype

can also

(Gilbert, 2001). This shows that the

phenotypes

produced from the reactive genornes are not only affecting a single

generation,

they are also capable of being passed on to offspring via a heritable process.

This could point to an epigenetic
could benefit organisms

change with the reactive genornes. Epigenetic

that experience

changes

variable environments.
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Global Warming Poses Need/or
The ecological

and evolutionary

of past and continuing
(e.g. temperature)

Fast Changes
significance

of phenotypic

plasticity

climate change. Given that climate change may have both direct

and indirect (e.g. changes in food availability)

effects on organisms,

is hard to predict the net effects of climate change without considering
plasticity.

Increasing greenhouse

earth's atmosphere

(Parmesan,

that for some organisms,
to extinction.

phenotypic

2007). The current rate of climate change is rapid enough

adaptive evolutionary

without evolving new phenotypes.

change may be impossible

plasticity may allow certain organisms

factors, is extremely helpful to many organisms.

to survive
in order to

as well as other environmental

Phenotypic

plasticity could be the

need to survive the continuous

changes. Ifwe are better

the factors that are necessary to achieve this phenotypic

well as what organisms

and could lead

This ability to express different phenotypes

acclimate to the quickly changing global temperatures,

answer many of these organisms

it

gases have already caused small overall changes to the

However, phenotypic

able to understand

is seen in light

are able to utilize it, then we can further understand

plasticity., as
the effects

climate change will have on species.

The Model Organism
Because they are conspicuous

and wide-spread,

butterflies are widely studied in the

context of the ecology of climate change. With increases in global temperatures.
scientists have shown that the butterflies

are appearing earlier in spring (Roy and Sparks,

2000). This has an effect on agricultural

practices due to the butterflies

plant life. Studies have shown that habitat ranges ofbuttertlies

feeding on the

are expanding due to

4

milder climates being created from global warming (Parmesan
Sparks, 2000). Specifically,

the range boundaries

at an average of6 kilometers
(Parmesan,
elevations

of some species are moving northward

each decade since the earth's temperature

2003). Additionally,

certain butterflies

started rising

have expanded their ranges to higher

where their survival rate has increased (Hughes, 2000). If the butterflies

able to continue expanding their boundaries,
agricultural

are

more and more areas will have their

practices influenced by the butterfly populations.

to successfully

In order for the butterflies

expand their areas of existence, they need to undergo phenotypic

that allow them to live in these new environments,
playa

and Yohe, 2003; Roy and

and phenotypic

changes

plasticity is likely to

role. The cabbage white butterfly, Pieris rapae, in particular is an ideal model

organism
predictable

for an ecological
and quantifiable

investigation

of phenotypic

form of phenotypic

plasticity because it displays a

plasticity

(Stoehr and Goux, 2008). The

wing color patterns of this organism are affected by environmental
temperature

and photoperiod

parameters

including

(Stoehr, 2010).

5

Wing color variation in the cabbage white butterfly (Pieris rapae): using
museum collections to examine broad-scale patterns
Introduction
Phenotypic

plasticity is the ability of an organism to alter its expressed

in response to the environment
environmental
temperature,
Schneider

in which it develops. There are many different

factors that can influence the phenotype
mechanical

of organisms

strain, as well as nutrient availability

et al. 2014). Adaptive plasticity allows organisms

complex environments

and changing conditions.

changing environments

caused [rOITIhabitat alterations

studied more in depth. Understanding
understanding

phenotype

such as photoperiod,

(Stoehr and Goux 2008;
to cope with varying and

Along with these factors, the effects of
or climate change need to be

the ecology of plastic organisms

is important

for

range changes, especially with a changing climate. A model organism with

already established

patterns of phenotypic

plasticity can be used to analyze di fferences in

latitudes as well as changes that have occurred over past decades to ultimately
study focusing on the long-tenn

lead to a

effects of global climate change. In order to study this

effect, specific organisllls need to be examined to extrapolate

information

to other

organisms,
This study focused on a model organism, the cabbage white butterfly (Pieris
rapae). This species has well-established

patterns of phenotypic

ideal organism for studying the environmental

plasticity that make it an

factors that cause plasticity.

The cabbage

white increases or decreases the melanin content in its wings in response to the
photoperiod

and temperature

it is exposed to during the larval and pupal stages (Stoehr,

2010). When maturing in short photoperiods

and colder temperatures,

the cabbage white

will express a higher quantity of melanin in its ventral hindwing as well as on the basal

6

portion of the dorsal forewing, i.e. the area making up the discal wing cell (Figure 1).
These are the areas on the butterflies'

wings where increases in melanin content will help

to absorb solar energy when basking (Ellers and Boggs, 2003). This change in melanin
can be explained by the butterfly's
ectotherms,

need to thermoregulate.

Because butterflies

they must derive the heat for their body from the environment.

to fly is affected by their body temperature.

thennoregulate.

et al., 2011). There is a clear connection

Stoehr and Goux (2008) showed that southern California cabbage white
with clear differences

in the degree of wing

(black vs. white wing scales) of butterflies captured in the spring compared

to those captured in the summer. Summer butterflies had more melanization
clements,

sexually dimorphic

melanization

spots and apex, while spring butterflies

of wing clements. For the diffuse melanization

well as the ventral hindwing,

more rnelanization

With these known expressions
historical

environmental

temperature
(Parmesan,

above

melanin content in their wings and their ability to

butterfly wing patterns change seasonally,
melanization

Their ability

The butterfly must reach temperatures

35°C to have the capability to fly (Kingsolver
between the butterflies'

are

in wing

had less

found in the discal area as

was seen in spring caught butterflies.

of phenotypic

plasticity in the cabbage white,

changes can be studied. Over many years, the average global

has been increasing

at a steady rate due to increased use offossil

2007). These changes can influence the ability of organisms

fuels

to survive in

their natural habitats. Global climate changes could be affecting the melanin content of
the butterflies'

wings over time and affecting their expressed phenotypic

plasticity (Roy

and Sparks, 2000). As stated above, the cabbage white butterfly must achieve a body
temperature

above 35°C to achieve flight. However, if the butterfly reaches temperatures
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above 40°C, they must rest and try to avoid heat through certain wing postures
(Kingsolver

and Buckley, 2015). If climates continue to have higher and higher

temperatures

due to global warming, it could pose a threat on the cabbage white butterfly

species as a whole, unless they are able to utilize the melanin phenotypic
combat the increasing

plasticity

to

temperatures.

However, despite the possible effects of climate change, we still do not have a
study that examines wing pattern variation on larger ecological
museum specimens

to quantify wing pattern variation in cabbage whites collected from

many locations over many decades.
vary seasonally,

scales. This study will use

latitudinally,

This will allow me to ask whether wing patterns

and over time periods possibly long enough to show

evidence of wing pattern change due to climate change. If the plastic wing patterns of the
butterflies

respond to temperature

in measureable

ways, and in a manner consistent

that observed in other field (Stoehr and Goux 2008) and laboratory
I expect to see a lower level of melanization
and spring compared to the melanization

(Stoehr 2010) studies,

of the wingtip and wing spots during the fall

in the summer, as well as the opposite for the

ventral hind wing and discal cell region (high melanization
melanization

with

in fall and spring, low

in summer.) (Figure 1 top). In addition, this seasonal pattern should be

similar, but shift up/down with latitude. Northern latitudes should have greater
melanization

of the ventral hindwing and discal regions due to colder climates, as well as

less melanization

of the apex and wing spots for the same reason corn pared to southern

latitudes (Figure 1 bottom). Finally, if during the 110 years covered in this study., climate
change has had a measureable
shift to lesser melanization

effect on wing patterns, then the seasonal pattern should

of the ventral hindwing and discal cell region with the reverse
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seen in apex and wing spots due to a wanner climate (Figure 1 bottom). These latter two
predictions

do assume that photoperiod

has a negligible effect, and that the effects of

latitude and climate change do not interact i11complex ways. These assumptions
addressed

in the "Discussion"

will be

of the paper.
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Figure 1: Predictions about how wing melanization should vary with season,
latitude and long-term time periods (due to climate change). A) Basic
prediction
about seasonal pattern of change for two categories of wing pattern
traits; note that wingtip/spots
are predicted to change seasonally in a way that is
opposite that of the ventral hindwing (VHW) and discal cell. B) The predicted shifts
in wing melanization
due to long-term climate change and latitude. See text for
details.
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Materials

and Methods

Specimen

Origins

I photographed
(33 butterflies),

239 butterflies

from the butterfly collections

Purdue University (39 butterflies),

Madison (76 butterflies),
were collected between

and the Milwaukee

of Butler University

The University of Wisconsin,

Public Museum (91 butterflies).

Butterflies

1904-2014, a span of 110 years. Records of dates (day, month,

year) captured, as well as location, were recorded for each butterfly used. When possible,
the latitude, in decimal degrees, was determined

for each capture location.

Photographing
Each butterfly was photographed

from both the dorsal and ventral side with a

Canon EOS Digital Rebel T3i camera with a Canon EF 1OOmIn macro lens and Canon
MR-14EX

macro ring flash. The camera was mounted to a copy stand with the flash 26.9

em from the specimen.

Exposure settings were as follows: 'shutter speed 1/200, f-stop

F16, ISO 100 and white balance was customized.

The flash was set to ~ power.

Wing Pattern Measurements
Each dorsal and ventral photograph

was uploaded and measured

using the ObjectJ

plug-in running inside the digital image analysis program TIn age] . This program utilized a
pre-determined

threshold that effectively

traits from the white background
melanization).

Measurements

separated the black, melanized

wing pattern

(area of black scales in the measured space =

of the area of melanization

of the discal cell melanin

content (Figure 2a), of the ventral hindwing (Figure 2b), as well as the melanin content of
the apex (Figure 2c) and forewing sexually dimorphic
specimens

spots (Figure 2d). Wild caught

may not be in the best shape due to wear and tear from their environment.

so I
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was not able to get every measurement

for every trait for all butterflies.

Measurements

were obtained in pixels.

b}
a)

d)

C)

Figure 2: Melanin plasticity on Pieris rapae wings. Areas of interest
in each picture. a) discal cell selection; b) ventral
selection; d) sexually dimorphic spot selection.

hindwing

selection;

are outlined
c) apex spot

Data Analysis
Although

several traits were measured for each butterfly, I reduced the number of traits

for each butterfly to two. First, the total area of the apex and spots (or spot, in the case of
males) was summed to create a single overall measure of melanization
the total area of melanized

for one trait and

scales for the ventral hindwing and discal cell were added to

create a second trait. This was done because previous work has shown that these two sets
of traits tend to vary together (positively

within each set, and negatively

sets) (Stoehr and Goux 2008, Kingsolver

& Wiernasz

between the

t\VO

1991), and reducing the number of

traits reduced the number of analyses that had to be performed.

Prior to analysis, the data

11

were checked for normality and ifnecessary,
necessary

log transformed.

for the ventral hindwing and discal melanization

figures are presented

with the transformed

Log transfonnations

were

values for both sexes. All

data, when such transformations

were done.

In addition, while capture date (day, month) and year and latitude were all
recorded as continuous

variables, I grouped them to create categorical

variables.

This

reduced the power of my statistical analyses, but greatly simplified them because
otherwise

complicated

multiple regression

non-linear (because of how wing patterns change with season)

analyses would have been required. The date of capture was divided

roughly into thirds (prior to any analyses) to correspond
middle (June 1 - August 31), and late (after September
season; from a weather perspective,

to the early (before May 29),
I) part of the butterfly flight

this can be thought of as spring, summer and fall.

The median year of capture was 1970, so the year of capture variable was categorized

as

"before 1970" or "after 1970". The median latitude was 42.7 decimal degrees, which is
just north of the Wisconsin/Illinois
latitude were classified as "northern"
the two composite

border, so butterflies collected north of 42.7 degrees
and those south of 42.7 as "southern".

traits were analyzed for males and females separately

are sexuaIly dimorphic)

The areas of

(because they

using fully factorial analyses-of-variance.

Results
We found statistically
hindwings/discal
apex/spots

significant

evidence showing that melanin in the ventral

cell of males (p ==0.0101; Table 1) as well as melanin found on the

(i.e. dorsal forewing traits, excluding discal cell) of both sexes (p 0.000 1

females, Table I; P <0.000 1 males, Table 1) varies across seasons. Male ventral
hindwing/discaI

melanization

was greatest in the spring (early season), and tended to be
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lowest in summer (middle season) or to plateau in the summer and fall (late season)
(Figures 3 & 4). For females, ventral hindwing/discal

melanization

followed qualitatively

similar patterns for some females (i.e. females collected after 1970 and from northern
latitudes) but these results were not significant.
had the lowest area amounts of melanization

In both sexes, the dorsal forewing traits

during the spring (early) and tended to peak

in the summer (middle season) or plateau then, showing similar or slightly less
melanization
significantly

in the fall (late) (Figures 5&6). The apex/spots
more melanized

contrary to Illy prediction
The statistically

significant

(i.e. DFW traits) were not

in southern compared to northern latitudes in either sex,

but the pattern, while not significant,

interaction between latitude and decades for the DFW traits of

males was small and not a primary prediction of my hypotheses
interaction

is notable (Figures 4&6).

occurred because these traits were more melanized

(Table 1). This
in animals collected before

1970 at southern latitudes but the pattern was reversed at northern latitudes (no figure).

Table 1: Statistical Analysis of male and female cabbage white butterflies. Data was
divided dorsal forewing traits (DFW), apex and sexually dimorphic spot, and ventral
hindwing traits (VHW), discal cell area and ventral hindwing.
VHW traits/Males

DFW traits/Males
Season
Latitude
Decades
Season x Latitude
Season x Decades
Latitude

x Decades

Season x Latitude

Pvvalue
df
12.83 2,105 < 0.0001
0.62 1,105 0.4325
0.02 1,105 0.8832
1.35 2,105 0.2638
2.82 2,105 0.0642
4.05 1,105 0.0468
0.56 2,105 0.5737

x Decades

F-ratio

Source
Season
Latitude
Decades
Season x Latitude
Season x Decades
x Decades

Season x Latitude

Season
Latitude
Decades
Season x Latitude
Season x Decades
Latitude

x Decades

Season x Latitude

x Decades

F-ratio

df

P-value

4.86
1.51
0.02
0.03
0.1
0.133
0.028

2,81
1,81
1,81
2,81
2,81
1,81
2,81

0.0101
0.2224
0.8838
0.9699
0.9016
0.7165
0.972

VHW traits/Females

DFW traits/Females

Latitude

Source

F-ratio

Source

x Decades

20.26
2.51
0.767
0.38
1.04
0.005
2.49

df
2,67
1,67
1,67
2,67
2,67
1,67
2,67

Source

P-value

<0.0001
0.1177
0.3842
0.6867
0.3578
0,9448
0.0902

F-ratio

Season
Latitude
Decades
Season x Latitude
Season x Decades
Latitude

x Decades

Season x Latitude

x Decades

1.53
2.73
3.62
0.77
1.69
1.1
0.63

df
2,50
1,50
1,50
2,50
2,50
1,50
2,50

P-value

0.2273
0.105
0.0627
0.468
0,1944
0.2995
0.5379
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after September 1 (late). Panel a shows apex/spots (DFW traits); panel b shows the
VHW/discal cell traits. Solid black line signifies before 1970, dashed black line signifies
after 1970.
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of wing patterns in male cabbage white butterflies across
latitudes. Melanization is an area of measurement, quantified (as mean ± one standard
error) in pixels from digital images. All values are in tens of thousands of pixels, except
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signifies southern latitudes.
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Discussion
As in past research, my data supports that throughout
develops (spring, summer and fall) the degree of melanization
to the temperature

and/or photoperiod

There is greater melanization
melanization

the seasons the butterfly
changes, presumably

they are subjected to (Stoehr and

GOliX,

due

2008).

found in the apex and wing spots in the summer, while the

of the ventral hindwing is the lowest in the summer. This could be due to

less of a need to thennoregulate

(Kingsolver

et al., 2011). This trend in increased melanin

in the spots could occur due to less melanin needing to be devoted to discal cell and
ventral hindwing pigmentation
resource availability
butterflies

on account of wanner temperatures

in the summer. With higher temperatures

as well as greater

in the summer, the

can focus their energy on traits dealing with sexual selection instead of traits

related to thermoregulation

needed during spring and fall (Kemp and Rutowski,

2011).

Female cabbage whites have two wing spots whereas males have just one, suggesting
possible role for the spots in sexual communication.

Kingsolver

(1985) suggested that the

seasonal change in the apex and spots might also function in thennoregulation
alternative
supported
predictions

mechanism

he calls "reflectance

basking", but this hypothesis

and has been seriously criticized as being problematic
concerning

from experiments

greater melanization

carried out in laboratory

the DFW traits in a warm environment

a

through an

is not well

(Heinrich

1990). My

of the dorsal forewing spots and apex stems
settings resulting in greater melanization

with a long photoperiod

environment

of

(Stoehr,

2010).
This seasonal trend matches my prediction;

however there was less of a drop off

in the late season, or fall, than expected. This could occur due to larvae that are

16

developing

in this late period undergoing

diapause to survive the winter, meaning they

will not eclose until the next spring. Short photoperiods
diapause in preparation

can trigger the pupa to undergo

for winter (Kono, 1970). In other words, many of the butterflies

captured in the late season may have been older butterflies that developed
temperatures

and longer days, whereas those developing

under wanner

in the cooler and shorter days of

fall would not have been caught until the following spring because they would have spent
the winter as pupae.
In female butterflies,
quite significant.

the effect of latitude was in the direction predicted but not

The apex and wing spots of southern latitude butterflies were generally

larger than those of northern latitude butterflies,
ventral hindwing
exhibited

while there was less melanization

of the

and discal cell area (Figure 6). This matches the wanner phenotype

during the summer. For male butterflies

the pattern was similar for apex and

wing spots, but not what I expected for the ventral hindwing and discal cell areas (Figure
4). This could point to influences
southern latitudes. Photoperiod
compared

from photoperiod

due to comparing

changes much more significantly

northern and

in the summer

to fall and spring in northern latitudes compared to southern latitudes. Northern

latitudes will have colder temperatures,
discal area and ventral hindwing.

which will result in ITIOremelanization

of the

However, the days will also be longer in northern

latitudes due to the earth being tilted toward the sun in the spring and SUITIlnermonths of
the year. Because photoperiod
summer conditions,

will be longer, and longer photoperiods

which produce less melanization

will signal for less melanization.

Photoperiod

are exhibited in

in VHW traits, these longer days

and temperature

could be canceling each

other out in northern latitudes. Along with influences of photoperiod

and temperature
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studied separately,

the effects of elevation need to be studied. As stated earlier, butterflies

have been found in higher elevations and the natural wing melanizations
altitude dwelling butterflies

need to be researched

of these higher

to see if there is a different pattern that

arises (Hughes, 2000).
A greater number of specimens need to be examined with regard to the effects of
photoperiod,

temperature,

and elevation on butterfly wing patterns. Through my research,

museum specimens

have been shown to be useful, especially due to the record keeping of

when the butterflies

were caught. However, since my study mainly used butterflies

focused in the midwestern

states of the USA, cabbage

parts of their geographic

range should be examined.

investigate

more specific temperature

the butterflies

developing

white butterflies

from other

Future studies should also

ranges. If a cold spell was experienced

in mid-July,

would possibly look more like fall or spring butterflies,

skewing the data. These cold spell and wann spell butterflies

need to be eliminated

in

future data to help eliminate noise in the data. Past data suggests that my hypothesis

is

not incorrect, but rather needs to be explored further and at greater depth. Since the
temperature

of the earth has only increased by 0.6°C a much greater sample size is

needed to examine influences

of such a small change (Tett et al., 1999)

My research focused on museum specimens,

which allowed rne to look at long-

term changes within the melanin patterns of the cabbage white butterfly. One of the main
problems

facing scientists studying climate change is obtaining historical data. Historical

data is necessary to understand

patterns and test predictions

change (Johnson et al., 2010). By using museum specimens,
timespan of 110 years. Along with historical

of the impacts of climate
I was able to look at a

data, r was also able to gather butterflies
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from a large geographical

area due to the museums obtaining butterflies

outside their own. The promise museum specimens
effects on organisms

has already been demonstrated.

(1996; 1999) have shown that butterflies

from states

hold in studying climate change
Two studies conducted

are expanding

by Parmesan

northward compared

decades in response to climate change creating 1110repromising

to past

environments

for

butterfly species in the north. Climate change can affect either the ranges of organisms
even the specific biology of the organism, through changes in phenotype

or

(Suarez and

Tsutsui, 2004). Studying museum specimens coupled with wild butterflies has already
shown northward

movement

of certain butterfly species, which ultimately is increasing

the effect they have on the environment
2004).

as an agricultural

pest (Suarez and Tsutsui,

Climate change and its effects on the cabbage white butterfly are important to

study due to the fact that it is an agricultural pest. Being able to predict what the changing
environment

will do to this butterfly will help fanners better combat the negative effects

on their crops. Other species of butterflies have been shown to increase their range with
the wanner temperatures

(Parmesan,

along with earlier first appearances

2003). The probler1_'!created by the increased range
is a greater impact on agricultural

processes.

The

cabbage white butterfly will affect greater amounts of land and fanners will need to
control the prohiems created for their crops.
My study suggests that even though the cabbage white butterfly has established
pattems of plasticity due to seasonal change (photoperiod
seasonally

these

changing factors 111ayinteract with latitude and/or changing climate to produce

more complex patterns of plasticity. The relationship
telnperature

and temperature),

between season, photoperiod

not only varies \\ ith latitude, but as climate change alters temperature

and
(but

19

not photoperiod)

even Inore new combinations

of potentially

important

environmental

cues will arise. Studying climate change in the context of the cabbage white butterfly
needs to be further explored across greater geographical

expanses of latitudes and

longitudes.
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